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A LABOR COLLEGE?
pears a letter from Lieut-Colonel Sherwood Kelly, (By William Paul, from the “Socialist/’ Glasgow)
3T.C., C.M.O., D.8.O., who has just returned from 
North Russia, where he went at the call for volun
teers, and was in command of the 2nd Battalion 
of the Hampshire Regiment

This is what he says about the “Relief Expedi
tion:”

m

inside the Labor movement. The sentimental Par
liamentarians of the Labor Party have chided the 
Marxian educational enthusiasts as “imposeibil- 
ists. They have, in stinging invectives, sought to 
humiliate them by disparaging what they call their 
“scientific” conceptions of Socialism. A good ex
ample of their ignorant impertinence may be seen 
in last month’s Socialist Review, in which Mr. 
Ramsay MacDonald criticises our friend Noah Ab- * 
left’s little book on “Elementary Economics.” It 
is a potent fact that neither Mr. MacDonald 
any of his ilk has lifted a finger to assist the now 
vigorous and successful educational movement on 
behalf of independent working class education.

Nevertheless, the work has succeeded even bet
ter than the most optimistic had dared to hope. 
Regarding the demand for education 
of the workers, we have last Sunda 

. 1 _____________  a4»Bting that:
leges in full swing in a few weeks. With a little “We are, in fact, in the midst of a profound 

I volunteered for service with the North Bus- effort Labor Colleges should be established this educational ferment, the results of which will be 
sian Relief Force fia the sincere belief that relief winter in Sheffield and Leeds. In South Wales ver7 far-reaching. When public attention is being 
was urgently needed in order to make possible the there were so many applications received from drawn to disputes and rumors of disputes, it is 
withdrawal of low category troops, in the last young Socialist miners to undertake a two years’ well to remember that there is another side to the 
stages of exhaustion, due to fierce fighting amid ‘-ourse of study in Marxian economics and history l-abor movement. Amid the turmoil of the in- 
the rigors of an Arctic winter. . that the Aberdare Miners’ Federation decided to «lustrial world and removed

The wide advertisement of this relief expedition send an additional student to the London Labor there is in 
led myself and many others to believe that affairs College this year, 
in North Russia were about to be wound up in an

HERE are many signs w hich indicate that the 
A forthcoming winter is going to be a record

II
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one for Marxian educational classes. The proof 
that we are going to eclipse all our previous ef
forts next winter has caused a great deal of con

ta stemation in the ranks of the ruling class. During 
Si*»—I have just returned from North Russia the past few weeks the press has been instructed

under circumstances which compel me to seek the to write up special articles on “Labor and Educa-
earliest possible opportunity of making known in Hou.” These articles have been written as a coun- 
England certain facts in connection with North terblast to the many Marxian classes which are 
Russia, which otherwise might never come to light. at present being organized throughout the land by 

I wish to state that in so doing I am actuated the p,ebs League, the several Labor Colleges, the 
by no personal motives, but solely by considéra- S. L. P., and many other kindred organizations, 
lions of public policy. I know that my action will In addition to the Labor College, which 
render me liable to professional penalties, and will ,l“* year in London, there are several other col- 
prejudice my future in the army, but I am pre- leges opening in provincial industrial centres,
pared to take all risks in carrying out what I Manchester has now its Labor College. Liverpool,
know to be my duty to my country and to my
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from public gaze 
progress an educational movement 

amongst working men and women of very con-
These facts have deeply impressed our financiers aiderable size. It is probably not an exaggeration 

efficient and decisive manner. And we were proud and their parliamentary automatons. Hence their tft «y that the number of adult students who are 
to be accorded the privilege of sharing in such an sudden awakening to the fact that revolutionary ,#klnk advantage of educational facilities pro- 
undertaking. I was placed in command of the education—“Bolshevik education” they correctly vided through numerous voluntary agencies and 
2nd Battalion of the Hampshire Regiment, in the term it—is sweeping its way through the ranks of Pursuing a systematic course of study is greater 
brigade commanded by Brigadier-General Grogan, the wage-earning masses. And in its sweep it is ,han tire number of undergraduates in the Uni- 
V.C., C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O. - gathering into its net the.most acute and brilliant vr™ities of Great Britain. People are afraid of

minds of the younger workers in the Labor move- vio,ent revolution ; but this educational ferment 
Immediately on arrival at Archangel however, ™ent Tî,“ modern 8UWe9rful educational move, » thc real revolution which is taking place at the 

towards the end of May, I at oncTr^oived the "f t ^ independent worirfn« tm' "
impression that the policy of the authorities was £ . has r*n the work of 7<>ung men of the So far as our educational movement is concem-
not what it was stated to be. This impression Mar*\an #eho°1 For over ten 7*®” **<7 have had rd we are only interested in the mental revolution
hardened as time went on, and during the months a ™ .c struggle agabu,t the «®pitalist enemy, ®s the first step m a process which will culminate
of June and July I was reluctantly but inevitably a"d . taak haM b*en made doubly arduous by »" revolutionary activity. The press is perfectly
driven to the following conclusions: the sneering opposition of the “intellectual assets” aware of our aims and objects. And the surpris-

That the troops of the Relief Force, which we ”, ' . ..............  , . . _ , , success of our work compels even a Conserva-
were told had been sent out purely for defensive th Rllw,iails lllltini , , e"y 111 . y’ *he^ Jmirnal like tke Observer to acknowledge our
purposes, were being used for offensive purposes, __ n mu red e»r British influence as a power amidst the educational forces
on a large scale and far in the. interior, in further- , f , , . . . , tod*7- While recounting the work of various

, ance of some ambitious plan of emupaign the na- L ™ u , 2F* edu<‘ati®n»1 *t*ncies, the Observer
V ture of which we were not allowed toEow. My “P byUS “ A^Ugel f*ted on

_____ , . . ,, . r* of public confidence and support, and would fall
■ ■ 01*™'T £ u, »!«*, th. mom.iit ,h. protMtion .1 Bntid,

Z , *,"d lh,t ^ haj'unet. m withdrawn.
7" ““ *• '7,fil ■» *,”“‘**7or ; At ». «< tm,. iother sense a sound and practical British policy
in Russia. They only entailed useless loss and 
suffering on troops that had already made incal
culable sacrifices in the great war. ;,X

Disill uzionment.

y

IH

isays:
“Nor can we omit the work of the Labor Col

lege and its propagandist side, the Plebs League: 
The teachings of the Labor College are based upon 

D . . , . the theories of Marx and the activities of the... ut........a ïen zz w f^ t

The vital differenee between the Marxist educa
tion si bodies and every other educational organi
zation in this country Hes in the difference be
tween reaction and revolution. It is a popular 
notion that education means progress. But under 
capitalism, wherein everything fit perverted and 

(Continued on Page FSve.)

I

The Puppet “
• », . I discovered, what is now a matter of common but in exposing it to the British public, 

knowledge even in England, that the much vaunt
ed "loyal Russian army,” composed largely of People in England may know the truth about the 
Bolshevik prisoners dressed in khaki, was utterly situation in Archangel and may be able to take 
unreliable, always disposed to mutiny, and that H 8t*P® right h. 
always constituted a greater danger to our troops 

•'» than the Bolshevik armies eç@*rœî'4e-theau-^Œ?

I ask you, Sir, to publish this letter, so that

J. SHERWOOD-KELLY, Lt.-Col. 
Late Commanding 2nd Belt. Hampshire Regt.
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Ten Minutes’ Talk With the Workers
to us! What would be the net result for yea and 
If' It would simply mean that, thanks to our pre
cious system of profit-making, after a brief period 
of prosperity, i.e., over-work, we would be as we 
were. ' ... * .

Looked at from a class point of view, this must 
b^so, since you and I and the class to which we 
be ton g always as a class get less than we produce, 
with the result that sooner or later there is bound 
to be a glut of products, with the consequent 
slackening down and the old game of looking 
around for a job.

You can not escape from this dilemma under 
capitalism, In any case, and from our standpoint, 
it is morally wrong to allow a small class—a 
minority in the community—to so dictate and 
order the lives of the majority, to which you and 
I belong, as to turn what would otherwise he a 
pleasant world into a perfect jungle.

In the suffering which our class is enduring at 
present we are paying the penalty for our neglect 
of economic science. And when Mr. Hoover said, 
the other day. that Europe must work or starve, 
he uttered a plain truth. But he might have gone 
further and explained to us how those who do all 

1he work in Europe, and elsewhere are always 
on the verge of starvation, while those who per
form no social service whatever can riot in luxury 
and ease.

Foreign Competition.
TVTU doubt it is “like carrying coals to New- Europe upon a scale undreamt of before the war. 
IN castle” to remind you that you are only This, in addition to the efforts of the capitalists in 
allowed to work when it is profitable for your other countries to get rid of their experts, has 
employer to permit you to do so- and that so aoon raised the question of foreign competition, and 
as he | ceases to make a profit, or not as large a brought it to the front, 

he expected, out you go on the street ip

only so, but the Yankees are now exporting intot:

profit
search \6f another “boss.”

IIts Basis.
Now when you recollect the tremendous changés 

that were made in the workshop practice of this 
country during the war. the enormous amount* of 
machinery, etc., that. was introduced (practically 
revolutionizing industry,) and consider that other 
countries were doing the same, you can have some 
faint idea of what* is really at the bottom of all 
the immediate trouble. You can see a|^ a glanee 
the forces that underlie the immediate situation, 
and why our great “captains” of industry are 
unable to lead us out of the morass. It is because 
the capitalists of all countries not only have ex
hausted their home markets but have, each a sur
plus for world consumption.

When, of course, we talk of the home markets 
Wing exhausted it must not be assumed that we 
are all in affluence' and comfort. It simply means 
that, thanks to our perverted system of producing 
for profit, there are no customers to be found, 
and so production is held up. That is why eyes 
are turned abroad for contracts and orders.

But while you instinctively know that, and cer
tainly don’t like it, if you paid more attention to 
economics—that study which deals with the man
ner in which wealth is produced and distributed— 
many of the difficulties that beset your paths to
day could be overcome or at least explained.

As you may have observed—at least it is So be 
hoped you have—there is a complete failure on. 
the part of our politicians and “industrial cap
tains” to make ■ good their pledges about recon
struction. Nearly a twelve-month has elapsed 
since the first blast of the peace-trumpet was 
heard, yet there is no indication of that unbound
ed prosperity which was promised wopld accrue 
from the rebuilding of Belgium, France and the 
other devastated regions of the war; in fact, there 
j»i nothing but industrial chaos at present, and no 
vprospect of anything else for the immediate future.

A Decoy-duck.
Of course, your good sense will teach you to 

laugh at the frantic efforts of the press to try and 
put.the blame on our chape who work in the 

j .mines, railways and elsewhere, and who arc manly 
enough to resist being reduced to the coolie stage.
I refer, of course, to the silly talk of German gold 
and “Red agitators,”—Bolsheviks they Call us, 
with the suggestion that the term means the same 
•as “Hun.” This cry of “Bolshevik” at present 
is akin to the decoy-duck which is used by those 
who go duck-hunting—i.e., it is a deception to 
divert your attention away from the things that 
matter. ’ '

A more sinister excuse, however, which is offer
ed, and one not so highly colored, though just as 
false, is to be found in the present talk about 
Foreign Competition. They used to tell us our 
natural enemy was the German; now the song has 
changed to Yankee competition. The same tale 
is now being told about the Yankee worker as 
was told about the German, vis.» an infinite capa
city for hard work, increasing output, and, above " 

' all, allegiance (another name for docility) to the 
American boss. The worker in America is yw 
being applauded to the sky and offered as an ex
ample for you and I to follow ; otherwise we in 
this country shall all go to the “dogs.” /

An Effect or a Cause?

I

.

r*

Yob may have often been puzzled, when read
ing in your newspaper about “our” exports and The cry of foreign competition is a bogy, a de
imports going up and down, and wondered what coy-duck, and you would be wise to turn a deaf 
it all meant. Your common “horse-sense” teaches 
you that commodities don't come of themselves to 
this country from the other end of the globe. Nor 
are goods sent out from this country to other 
countries except with a purpose.

\

ear to those who would set you against our fel- . 
lows in other countries. Yon and I have more fax 
common with onr mates in America, Japan, Russia, 
aye. and in Germany than we have with our na
tive capitalists of Britain. When we appreciate 
that and clasp hands across onr fictitious national 
boundaries we shall be on the right road to gain
ing the world for the world’s wdrkers.Obviously, if commodities can be produced 

cheaper In America, Japan or elsewhere they will 
cut out all others from the markets. The most 
recent illustration of this, and how cheapness is 
the god of capital and no respecter of countries, 
was the placing the other day by the Birmingham 
Corporation of a contract for 1000 tons of steel
rails in America. A similar case happened in __
Glasgow a few weeks ago. This search for cheap- PARIS.-What the “Humanité” claims to be a 
ness is undoubtedlv one of the potent causes of fall report of the recent interview by wireles* be- 
international trade from which we get our terms teween the United Press representatives and M. 

exports and imports.” Lenin, « published this morning. In the course
These trade returns, ***", *1 ««««*< under the of his statement, M. Lenin states that he is pre

heading of “exports and imports,” simply repre- pared to hold to his agreement with Mr. Bullitt 
•ent the sum of the trading business of capitalists as regards making peace with Kolchak and Man
as Individuals or oomp&xdes. nerheim. He recalls to the attention of the world

Here you would do well to put on your think- that one of the clauses in this agreement, to which 
ing cap and hold it tight. he «till holds in its entirety, is to provide for the

When our employers talk about “industrial ef- foil payment of the debts of Russia to France and
to other States; this on condition that the peace 
is a fell one, signed and formally confirmed by

T B.

LENIN’S PEACE TEEMS.

A Wireless Interview.

* (From the “Manchester Guardian,” Aug. 8)

Certainly the question of “foreign competition”■
ean not be ignored, but what you would do well ficiency” vou must not imagine they are ani- 
to consider for a moment is whether foreign com- mated by disinterested motives, so far as youripasgrawounds / welfare work; in Whitley Committees; sane Trade political aim is to spread the knowledge of oor

From these exports there came back, in addi- Unionism, and all the device, he can think of, to own Soviet Constitution- which is ™f°*™**J 
tion to the interest from capital invested abroad, reduce to • minimum the unit-cost of production, enough to be more to the taste of Upwards of2Z1 ZoTX of »Jy 800 «nu» po-d, AH tt-«hi*, h.-m g- « for* mn».n Mdtooj *».”*
in the shape of all kinds of food, raw materials, interest It is bet tha old game of playing upon eolonia subject nationalities who are oppressed 
such as oil, cotton, timber, ete, and the many year credulity and getting you to do a tit more and without rights, bjth in 

’ things needed for manufacture. * for the same wmge. £gp Amenea. over whom the bourgeols dcm^ratic
But to the war, conditions have some- But supposing, as workers, we took our mas- constitutions hold the yoke of small apitalistic

/ wuat altered It is sv*1 that foreign investments ter’s advice and “did our damnedest;” worked minorities—that is, the great of working
have beenrealized* tiTsnch an ex£t that from qptil our fingernails came off, so to spek; >1- natives in the colories of AaiaAfricaa^dso on” 

the ledance being against the capitalists of Amer- lowed unlimited machinery to be introduced : .Lenin Is confident, however, that Ms system wt! 
lea the scales are tipped the other way, and are worked all the hours God sends; gave free scope win in the ihcrp course of events, and therefore 
now in their favor, so far as relations with the for non-unionists, and as a result we cut the Yan- has no hesitation m offering fair terms of peace 
capitalists of this countrv are concerned. Not kees or the* Jape out What would it all mean to his attacks,, whoever they may be. .

m
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THE RED FLAG PAGE THREE

: -i■ LEON TROTgKY ON MILITARY SITUATION.

The Problem of the Working Class (From “Christian Science Monitor,” Sept. 4.)
, LONDON, England, (Wednesday-).—A Moscow 
wireless message states that at an extraordinary 

factories. But competition for a living became meeting of the Petrograd Soviet on Sept. 1, Leon 
keener and wages continued to fall until it was Trotsky reported on the military situation, dwel- 
no longer possible for the head of the household |ii,g fulty on the situation on the Western Front -
to support the family. For information on this which hitherto, he said- had been of secondary . 
particular period we recommend Uibbin’s “Indus- importance.
triai History of England,” advertised among our - After ..^hing Kolchak and dealing with Deni- 
literature. * He records that it was not until the 
wages of the work men had been (reduced to a 
starvation level that they consented to their chil
dren and wives being employed ip the mills. There 
is no record of mans’ inhumanity to man more 
terrible than those years succeeding the introduc
tion of the factory and machine processes. What 
makes It the more terrible is that the effect was 
not manifested in isolated instances or in one gen
eration, but was general to the new order. To 
such an extent had the resistance of the workers

4—i
“But this much at least <>ugl* to appear dear 

if the line of argument indicated above is ac
cepted, namely, that there is no great hope for 
universal betterment of society by the mere 
advance of technical industrial progress and 
by the unaided play of the motive of every man 
for himself.

“The enormous increase in the productivity 
of industrial effort would never of itself have 
elevated by one inch the lot of the working 
class. The rise of wages in the nineteenth cen
tury and the shortening pf hours that went 
with it was doe neither to the advance in me
chanical power, nor to the advance in diligence 
and industriousness, nor to the advance, if there 
was any, in general kindliness. It was due to 
the organization of labor. Mechanical progress 
makes higher 
itself, advance them by a single farthing. Labor- 
saving machinery does not, of itself, save the 
working world a single hour of toil; it only 
shifts it from one task to another.

“Against a system of unrestrained indivi
dualism, energy, industriousness and honesty 
might shatter itself in vain. The thing is 
merely a race in which only one can be first 
no matter how great the speed of all ; a struggle 
in which one, and not all, can stand upon the 
ehoulders of the others. It is the restriction 
of individualism by the force of organisation 
and by legislation that has brought to "the world 
whatever social advance ha£ been achieved by 
the great mass of the people. . . .• • • •

kin, whose army already shows signs of dissolu
tion, we shall concentrate our forces and deal with 
our enemies in turn,” Mr. Trotsky continued/ add
ing that in the West there was one sector where 
they could not retreat an inch, that being on the 
Petrograd front.

He concluded with the threat of an overwhelm
ing Bolshevist advance into Finland if that coun
try persisted in making constant raids into Rus
sia or in collecting hostile forces on its territory. 
“We cannot,” he said, “permit Finland to remain 
a permanent threat to

The wireless message further states that, after 
hearing Mr. Trotsky’s report, the Petrograd 
Soviet passed a resolution approving of the Mos
cow Government'a peace offer to Rsthonia and 
declaring its readiness to advance against Reval 
and Helsingfors, should the Esthonian and Fin
nish bourgeoisie “obey the directions of the Anglo- 
French Imperialists” and advance against Petro
grad.

«

1) 4 J

been broken down that, as many others besides 
Uibbins «cord, “their children were often Work
ing sixteen hour* a day, the hours of their labor 
were only limited by exhaustion after many modes 
of torture had been unavailingly applied to force 
continued work.” Samuel Kydd, the author of 
“Thé History of the Factory Movement,” writes: 
“In stench, in heated rooms, amid the constant 
whirling of a thousand wheels, little fingers and 
little feet were kept in ceaseless action, forced 
into unnatural activity by blows from heavy hands 
and feet of the merciless overlooker, and the in
fliction of bodily pain by instruments of punish
ment invented by the sharpened ingenuity of in
satiable selfishness.”. The above may appear in
credible to those brought up under happier cir
cumstances, but the writer of the present article 
can remember himself as a small child* in a York
shire mill, knocked sprawling into a whirring 
spinning frame by one of these overlookers. And 
that was no solitary instance even in that day of

possible. It does not, of »

SOCIALIST BULGARIA.

Militarists’ Election Defeat.

(From the “Daily Herald.”)
PARIS, August 24.—The Bulgarian elections 

just over show a greater gain for Socialism than 
in any European country save Russia.

The Communists have increased their seats from 
10 to 47, and the Moderate Socialists—divided be
tween two leaders representing the small farmers 
and the middle classes in the towns—have in
creased theirs from 59 to 124.

Of the 200 seats in the Bulgarian Parliament, 
nearly half were occupied by the military party un-

If

. . ./
The above is from Professor Leacock’s article in 

the Vancouver Dally Province, Sept. 20 issue. His 
étalement that an increase of productivity does not 
of itself elevate the lot of the wage-working class considerable improvement. In my case, as in

others, such treatment was not for childish pranks 
—we had no time nor energy for that—but because

la correct. As a factor it merely provides an in
creased social fund out of which labor may, pro
viding the labor market conditions are favorable I could not keep the pace of the machine as a 

advance in its standard of living. The “bobbin ligger.” Speaking of the practice of pro-1*
curing children for the factories from the work-

J
secure an
working class is divorced from both the ownei> PB|
ship of the means of production and the products, houses of dear old England,. Gibbms says, “they til this election. That party retains only one seat. 
These belong to the capitalist' class. The struggle were fed upon the cheapest and coarsest food, Complete Socialism is probable in Bulgaria at 
on the labor market decides the amount the wage- often the same as that served out to the pigs of an early date, according to prophecies that are be- 
working class shall receive of the social product, their master. They slept by turns and in relays, jng made in Paris.
With regard to what he says about the organisa- in filthy beds which were never cool; for one set ^-------------------------   ■===
tion of labor being solely responsible for the1 short- of children were sent to sleep in them as soon ae is significant to ns in Canada that they were called 
ening of hours, the raising of wages and the im- the others had gone off to their daily or nightly “Conspiracy Laws”) against combinations of 
provement of the conditions of the laboring masses toil. . . .Some tried to run away. Those suspected workers, began to receive support, 
during the nineteen* century this must be taken of this tendency had irons riveted to their ankles this factor of outride help to the workers* move- 
with some reservation. The rush and attain of with long links reaching to the hipe. . .” Many mcnt for improved conditions, the movement also 
modem mechanical processes of production in died, and committed suicide, from this brutal treat- received indirect impetus through a new condition 
themselves demanded that those laboring in those ment “and were buried secretly at night. In Qf great expansion of trade and commerce by the 
processes receive a higher standard of living than » speech delivered in the British House of Lords increased use of steam power in production, and 
their forefathers of the more leisurely occupations many years after the agitation for factory legis- also in transportation over land and sea. This in- 
ef pre-machine industry days. The new industry lation first started. Lord Shaftesbury said: “In creased the demand for labor, and in conjunction 
also demanded a better educated working class.- the earlier periods of the factory movement, I with the emigration movement, improved the eon- 
Whatever gains have aedrued to the workers <m waited at the factory gates to see the children ditions somewhat on the labor market. Various 
account of these factors, they have, however, not come out, and a set of sad; dejected, cadaverous factors, therefore, assisted in the successes of the 
been gained without tremendous and continuous creatures they were. .In Bradford especially the organized labor .movement ht Great .Britain, such 
struggle. The “Industrial Revolution” took the proofs of long and cruel toil were most remark- as they Bkve been, 
world by surprise as it were. The advent of the able- The cripples and distorted forms might be 
machine and its rapid development put new and 
drastic powers into the hands of the manufactur
ing capitalists while, on the other hand, with-the 
workers, it shattered for generations all their 
powers of resistance Handicraft processes were 
killed In the competitive -struggle with the new 
machine and the handieraftmen lost their inde
pendence and were driven onto the wage-labor 
market. Women and children were now for the 
first time, on a large scale, also to be found to 
still further add to the rigors of the competition 
on that market. Individual resistance waa 1 ut up 
against this last new factor but without avail. It 
Was a new intervention into the habits and cus-

1
m

l
a

jCombined with
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The position is different today, however. Any 
numbered by hundreds, perhaps by thousands. A further progress the working class may make hi 
friend of mine collected a vast number together conditioned alone on their own efforts, on their 
for me, the sight was most piteous, the deformities own understanding of the social problem and the 
incredible. They seemed to me, such were their energy with which they work towards its solu- 
erooked shapes, like s hum» of crooked alphabets." tion. They must realize that no expansion of trade 

Such was the state which the working class of and commerce can be conceived of that will allow 
England, agricultural as well aa industrial, had a general improvement in the conditions of the 
been reduced to, generation by generation, in the labor market. We are too productive for that, 
forties of the nineteenth century. But the in- Curtailment of the productive powers of society
vitable happened, the destruction of life and de- is now the normal mode of capitalist production
generation entailed by such a process began to for profit. The bourgeoisie are all thrown into 
alarm 'sections of the community other than those one camp by that fact. By that fact, the workers 
directly interested in the dreadful exploitation, will also be driven into another opposing camp 
and the resistance offered by the enfeebled and de- by taking up the revolutionary position, that in- 

toms of the working class and they were repug- moralized workers to the impositions of the manu- dnstry. production in general, must be carried on
■ant to sending their women and children into the factoring capitalists and the legal prohibitions (it for livelihood. Le., production for use.
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m
I THE RED FLAG.

The Conditions for Social Change
A Journal of News and Views Devoted to the 

Working Class.
v-

and products that are at the present time the in
evitable concomitants of production, and that ' 
reach their height in the crisis. Further, it sets 
free for the community at large a mass of means 
of production and of products, by doing away 
with the senseless extravagance of the ruling 
classes of today, and their political representatives. 
The possibility of securing for every member of 
society,“by means of socialized production, an exist
ence not only fully sufficient materially, and be
coming day by day more full, but an existence 
guaranteeing to all the free development and exer
cise of their physical and mental faculties—this 
possibility is now for the first time here, but it 
is here.

(From ‘‘Socialism, Utopian and Scientific.") 
(See Literature Advertisement)

■
Published When Circumstances and Finances Permit By 

The Socialist Party of Canada, Since the historical appearance of the capitalist 
mode of production, the appropriation by society 
of all the means of production has often been 

C. Stephenson dreamed -tiff mere or less vaguely, by individuals, 
as well as by sects, as the ideal of the future. But 
it could become possible, could become a historical 
necessity, only when the actual conditions for its 

SKITEMBKR 27. 1919 | realization were there. Like every other social ad
vance, it becomes practicable, not by men under
standing that the existence of classes is a contra
diction of justice, equality, etc., not by the mere 
willingness to abolish these classes, but by' virtue 

OINCE the I)’Annuncio-Fiume episode „>urst „f certaj„ new economic conditions. The separa- 
clamantly on a nerve-wracked world s at- tjon of society into an exploiting and an exploited 

tention, we have been eagerly scanning the col- "fass. a ruling and an oppressed class, was the 
umiw of the press for denunciations of this, what Me).essarv consequence of the deficient and re
appeared to us, unconstitutional activity, but in „trietéd development of production in former times, 
vain. We have been educated by the press on So long as tj,e total social labor only yields a pro- 
what is constitutional and what is not until we (lu(l£ whipll but slightly exceeds that barely neces- 

\\e are frankly bewildered. saiy for the existence of all ; so long, therefore,
as labor engages all or almost all the time of the 
great majority of the meml

“1Lx ■«I,
*11 Pender Street Fast. Vancouver, B. C. --■s1

Editor
;
I 20 issues. $1.00Subscriptions ti- "Red F*lag"

, SATURDAY

On Poets and PoetryMy.
Ky *

m
6

The Communist Manifesto, at the rate of $8 per 
100. Single copies 10 cents. -• •

Manifesto of the Socialist Party of Canada . . $6 
per 100. Single copies 10 cents.

Slave of the Farm . . $6 per 100. „ Single copie»1 
10 cents.

The Present Economic System, by Professor W. A. 
Bonger . . $6 per 100. Single copies 10 cents.

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific . . Single coptes , 
15 cents. $13 per 100.

Wage Labor and Capital . . $8 per 10Q. Single 
copies 10 cents.

Capitalist Production, being the first nine chapters 
of Vol. I. Marx’s Capital . Single copies, paper ~ 
cover, 50 cents; doth bound, $100.

“Ten Days That Shook the World,” By John
fieed—12-10.

Kolchak, Autocrat and Tyrant. The aetlial story 
of Kolchak and his methods told by an American 
official recently returned from Siberia. With 
this is included. Anti-Bolsheviks and Mr. Spargo, 
by William Hard. Taken, with apologie» from 
the July 9 "New Republic” . . $6 per 100. 10
cents per single copy. •

“Industrial History of England,” By H. De B. 
Gibbens—$1.50.

•-
h. .

thought we knew.
No reproof have we seen is more drastic than a 
mild suggestion that D’Annunzio is extremely fool
ish, but even this reproof is palliated. Here is a 
man taking action, which again may plunge a 
war-sick world into strife again and all our 
hitherto constitutional pedants palliate the of
fense on tfie inane excuse that he is a poet.

HR
of society—so long, 

of necessity, this society undivided into classes. 
Side by side with the great majority, exclusively 
bond slaves to labor, arises a class freed from 
directly productive labor, which looks after the 
general affairs of society; the direction of labor. 
State business, law, science, art. etc. It is. there
fore. the law of division of labor that lies at the 
basis of the division into classes. But this does

IF

Lx
We never professed to be a judge of poets or 

poetry, but we are now “eddicated,” thanks to 
the scribes of the press, who evidently know a good 
alibi when they see one. The next time we are 
up for murder we shall instruct the magistrate 
and plead cause. The Canadian conspirators wait
ing trial in October may also take note.

not prevent this division into classes from being 
carried out by means of violence and robbery, 
trickery and fraud. It does not prevent the rul
ing class, once having the upper hand, from con
solidating its power at the expense of the work- 

Sir Edward Carson, known in Great Britain as ing-elass, from turning" their social leadership into 
“king of insurrections” must also be a poet, but an intensified exploitation of the 
must look to his laurels. A mere Italian getting 
ahead of an Irishman. Then there is Dr. Jamieson
of South African fame, he of course got two years, j>nly for a given period, only under given social 
even if he did put it in on velvet, but probably conditions. It was based upon the insufficiency 
he was only a minor poet. Probably he improved, of production. It will be swept away by the 
Anyway he was appreciated better later on, for plete development of modern productive forces, 
we later went in and carried the aims of his abor- And, in fact, the abolition of classes in society pre

supposes a degree of historical evolution, at which 
the existence, not simply of this or that particular 
ruling class, but of any ruling class at all, and, 
therefore, the existence of class distinction itself 

for Dennikin, Kolchak and Winston Churchill and become an obsolete anachronism. It presup-
the support they receive from all the cultured pones, therefore, the development of production 
people. They are poets, and by the same token carrjed out to a degree at which appropriation of 

Captain Kydd, Morgan the freebooter, tj,e means of production and of the products, and, 
Charlie Peace, Sweeny Todd the demon barber, this, of political domination, of the monopoly
the brothers James, Jack the Ripper, and other 0j culture, and of intellectual leadership by a 
heroes too «horrible to mention of our boyhood days. partiCular class of society, has become not only 
Only the fate that overtook these latter must have superfluous, but economically, politically, Intel- 
been because they lived in * darker age when Actually a hindrance to development, 
genius was not appreciated at its true worth. Or nQW ^^cd. Their political and
■Uy, a second consideration comes to hand intellectual bankruptcy is scarcely any longer a

Perhaps it is true after all what the Socialists secret to the bourgeoisie themselves. Their écono
mat there are two classes in* society. In that mic bankruptcy recurs regularly every ten years, 

case what is genius in one class may be consider- In every crisis, society is suffocated beneath the 
ed something else in another. If that is so, how weight of its own productive forces and product* 
about the labor officials for trial. The question which it can not use, and stands helpless, face to 
now arises what is poetry! Our first considers- face with' the absurd contradiction that the pro- 
tion suggested that it was just the plain loot, loot, ducers have nothing to consume, because eon- 
celebrated in song by another poet, Kndyard Kip- sumers are wanting. £
ling The second consideration, however, seems means of production bursts the bonds that the 
to point to the fact that a quantitative alteration capitalist mode of production had imposed upon 
resSto in » qualitative différence. For instance, them. Their deliverance from these bonds_M the 
a starving proletarian taking a loaf of bread one precondition for an unJroke^co"8Un^X^ 
which isn't his’n is just a plain thief. A bourgeois celerated development of the productive force*. 
üX.rne! XXX g£n- .«d for . PM**- ^«dtor^

or for the fordbl. «qumtion of other »ror- of pmdooUon ittdf. Nor n th« ,U_ The «OO.OI- 
• domain is—what is he!—Shall we ized appropriation of the means of productionZ .TXXXXU i. eeeiot, is It per- doe, no, od, with ,h.

“TX. . Bolshevik to ask himself, a bene- strictions upon production, but also with the pom- 
mknble for a Bolahevtk to a» nimmw, wagtc and devastation of productive forces
factor to whom T

7

7
But if, upon this showing, division into classes 

has a certain historical justification it has this

com-

tivc raid to a successful conclusion.

In these fundamental considerations, a light is
thrown on other matters. We can now account “Six Red Months in Russia” By Louise 

Bryant—$2.10. v
Postage Paid.

Make all Money Orders payable to C. Stephenson, 
401 Pender Street lest, Vancouver, B. C.so were

te.
In Last Week’s Ration It Is Recorded.

I found that Somerset House records the follow
ing entries of investment with their dates:

Sissert Mining Company:
Shares. Date.* t

Rt. Hon. A. Chamberlain --------- 1000 4J 8|14
1000 30j 12)18 
1000 8| 5)18

Ditto, ------ --
Ditto —,——■ay.v

Anglo-Rossian Trust: *
Shares. Date.

______  500 12) *112
______ 3000 31|12J18

7\k- Rt. Hon. Walter Long — 
Ditto------ -

Spassky Copper Company:
1 Shares. Date.

7213 51-2)18Lord Reading-------
Kyshtim Corporation :

6 Shares. Date. 
300 2) 1)1$ 
440 2) 1(1$

The holding* of the Geddcs Brothers date, it will 
be seen, from this year, that is, after the war with 
Germany
the Government of Russia as an enemy. What have 
these gentlemen to say!

*

Geddcs. Auckland — 
Geddes, Erie —!------- m
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PAGE FIVE »THE RED FLAG

WHY A LABOR COLLEGE? ■

LITERATURE’S ECONOMIC 
SUBJECTION Colleges. It says, in proof of our argument :

“We learn with surprise, bordering on dismay,
, . _ t. . * » torn away from its true function, education is one from some college papers that have reached us,

On noting the articles and illustrations in the ^ ^ means o£ which the capitalist class that Mr. B. H. Tawney has been appointed Lee-
* capitalist press, one is unpleasantly reminded ot ^ ^ ^ enforce it8 dictatorship çver the masses, turer in Economics at Balliol College. The politics 

that class dependence which has produces mental £ educational body in this country subsidized, of a professor of Poetry, of Greek, of Latin, of 
prostitution in all times. Throughout the ages directly or indirectly, by the ruling class to teach J*w, or of Chemistry, matter to no one but him- 
this form of servility has assumed various forms, social 8cjence j# a weapon of reaction. And in the self. But History and Political Economy lie at t e

almost extinct, while toeasure that the class consciousness of the work- root of society. . . Mr. B- H. Tawney and Mr.
others, some new and soye old. still bloom in all cR| is stimulated to revolutionary action, and is Sidney Webb are openly associated with the ex-
their vigor like fungus rooted in decaying matter. -dcd aIld balanced by our educational activity, treme wing of the Labor Party. . . They sign- 
Buckle tells us that, “in England the practice of so ^ the 8ame mea8Ure the ruling class will Iran- ed the Smillie Reports which have landed us on 
dedicating books to wealthy patrons fell away tieal]y build up opposing educational movements the brink of an industrial revolution, if not «vu 
about the middle of the eighteenth century. The tQ op'pose us Herein lies the explanation why the 
gratuities to authors used to vary from forty shil- prC8gf tbc parliamentary profiteers, the financiers 

y" lings to about one hundred pounds, and the gros- and tbeir Laborist dupes are now booming Buskin with Mr. Smillie to lecture on political economy 
aer the flattery, the larger the sum. The cause College and the Workers’ Educational Associa- to the Balliol College undergraduates appears to
df the dedication was the lack of support capable tj(m These two institutions deny the existence us a grave mistake. The Master and Fellows of
of being received from the common people, who thc clags gtmggle and contend that in the con- Balliol may be communists to a man, if they chose;

too Ignorant to take advantage of the uses between Labor and Capital they occupy a but they have no business to teach Socialism to
of literature, whose style moreover was then so nputral position. In so far as they adopt this the sons of the proprietary classes. Spme regard 
cumbrous and difficult to understand that only posture they are dangerous instruments of reae- should surely be paid to the views of the parents, 
the very highly educated could enjoy it. But t-on Neutrality is the argument used by the pre- We hazard the assertion that nine-tenths of the 
•bout this time political newspapers arose and a sept 0ovcrnment every time it smashes a strike parents who send their sons to Oxford or Cam- 
«harp Struggle broke out between them and the dpafts troops into strike areas daring a strug- bridge regard the political and economic doctrines

Houses of Parliament, regarding the right of ^ between Capital and Labor. There can be no of Messrs. Tawney, Webb, Smillie and Co., with 
publishing the debates. In the end, both Houses. neutra1ity between Capital and Labor. Every dread and detestation."
though aided by the Crown were totally defeated p^tician, newspaper or educational body which We can assure the Saturday Review that Mr. 
and the people were able for the first time to gain pfociajms its neutrality regarding the class strug- Tawney is not-such a rapid revolutionary as H 
some acquaintance with national affairs. Hence ^ merely uses that term as an ambuscade from imagines. Nevertheless, its attack upon such a 
through this expansion of the literary market whjch to attack the working class. The ruling ««safe" Laborist regarding his appointment to 
authors could now afford to be more virile and

(Continued From Page One.)

some of which are now

war.
“To appoint a gentleman thus closely linked

-were

1

two

class is much too cunning to proclaim its opposi- ieeture on economics and history triumphantly 
Independent. tion to Labor, consequently it camouflages its hos- Exposes the fallacy of neutrality so far as Labor

“In Scotland. Robert Burns (1759-96) much as Hlity behind thc phrase—neutrality. and Capital are concerned,
he desired to, was unable to free himself of the ^ modern revolutionary movement of the In the part of the Saturday Review’s quotation 
P~cti~. (Of appealing for patronage.) Under h„ deriaed it. own oodo of whieh w, italloierf. ottention i. drawn to hUtor,
pteeaur, of poverty he wa, obliged to ace.pt a „d ^„Mtional field. It *r*d «eonony. whteh. ,t

T.m.iaa. hilt monev bcine lacking for tacuca m p . , the roots of society.” In other words, history and
♦he exDenses of the voyage, W had decided on carries its revolutionary tacLcs into t e sp ere eeonomics examine social relations. Therein lurks 
publishing his poems by subscription In • this of education, too. It refuses on the industrial and their danger. Latin. Greek, or any of the classical 
«dition of his poems, the author, while mo*t sin- political field to compromise with the traditional RUhjeets are not dangerous. Chemistry, or any of 
«erely thanking his subscribers, advises .them that policy of the masters or their allies in the Labor the natural sciences are safe studies. But hands off 
this is his genuine gratitude and “not the mcr- movement. As an avowed and uncompromising history and economics! These subjects arc socially 
«enary bow over a counter.” A copy of this edi- revolutionary movement it haa, therefore, created dangerous because thev deal with society and the 
tion having reached an eminent Edinburgh literary its own industrial and political policy. And it rations of classes. Hence, these most he dealt 

prevailed on Burns to try his fortune in must, in sheer consistency to its revolutionary out- wjth by intellectuals who can he depended upon 
the Scottish capital, and bring out a larger edition look, and in keeping with its methods and tactics, to inten)ret them hi a “neutral” manner—that is
of his works. This* he did and again was com- create its own educational policy. That educa- to „ay fTOm the standpoint of the propertied in-
welled by circumstances to submit to the dedica- tional policy realizes that history has bee“. bu* terests. ^
tion degradation. This time it was “the noble- the record of class struggles. That educational Ar revolutionists onr educational policy is quite
men and gentlemen of the Caledonia hunt.” whom, policy shows that there can be no harmony of in- c]car We mURt fc^p extending our Marxian edu- 
however, he assured “though much indebted to terests in modern society between Labor and Capi- national classes. Wherever possible we must create 
tout goodness. I do not approach you. my Lords tal. The revolutionary working daas movement Lab<)r |n order to reseue economics and
and Gentlemen in the usual style of dedication, to has a true and scientific conception of history and Watory frnm the vena( *rholars who would fain 
thank you for past favors; that path is so hack- economics. We challenge the other educationa Qtflfae thew robjects to prolong class rule. We 
neyed by prostituted learning, that honest rusti- institutions to deny that their teaching of history fiot manage to pa*, the whole of the working
city is ashamed of it. Nor do I present this ad- and economics is biassed in favor of the presen t|,r0agh our educational classes; but the more
dress with the venal soul of the servile author, property-holding system. And we need not go ^ attract so the greater will be the number of 
looking for or continuation of those favors ; “I far in order to prove our case. The Saturday Re- stalwart and courageous thinkers who will head 
was bred to the plough and am independent.” view (July 26, 1919.) indicates our position labor's column and guide it when the revelution-
WHh part of the £600 he gained by this step he attacks a mild and inoffenaive Laborist inteUee- ^ army hnri, itself against the capitalist citadel, 
finally settled down to family life on the farm, tual, one who opposes Marxism as much as he Thig ig tfae time o{ the year when classes should 
But his past experiences as » celebrity, combined dreads revolution, because he has been appointe ^ organired. It is part of the agiutional work 
with the Bohemianism that goes with the true aa a lecturer in economics m one of the Oxford ^ parties to organize and conduct
poetic temperament, hampered his success as a # - such classes. If classes are already organised we
farmer, while as a literary man with influential fill the columns so efficiently at little or no^ex- cithcr raUy to them or extend their sphere
patrons, a soft Government job was the then na- pense, while the boss tells the two-thirder to set influence. Hard work during the next few
tural sequence of affairs. However, the poet’s up that junk”—enough en that subject it is too ^ will have breaching effects in the im-
politieal independence stood in the way, this, in- painful. ----- - mediate future. Our educational movement does
deed, nearly resulted in his loosing even the paltry Afid tfae moral of it all! Well, whether or not not seek to create proletarian “intellectuals” or 
««nation he finally obtained, that of an exciseman ^ the r^ht Hiey who pay the piper wül menUl düleUntes. Our educational work has for

Emmental M^ lo ^t^d ^t/L^whi^

ant of a hundred, the piper wtil play to ple«e ^ a*W ef courageous thinkers cap-
them. But, if it was » .!,“ltedf.cl“n«* able of clearly understanding what the social re
mental and material conditions that «man-ip voiation Snd why it is historically necessary; a 
British authors from one form of prostitution- ^ of fighters who wfll pursue their
the dedication—may we not hope, that, when so- ,

4

:

j

1

■J
:

or guager at fifty pounds a year, 
political epistles to the man who was 
In drawing him to the capital, and informing him 
of this position he says, “I ha’e g wife and twa 
woe laddies” and shamefacedly adds. “Ye ken 
that strang necessity supreme is among sons

cislism with Ha general higher education and sane ^«d
economic conditions has completely freed the writ- Maizea 8eno,e ’ 
ing class front all forms of subjection, that an im
proved standard of knowledge, literary honor and 
production will result

m **4»*

That * the root of the trouble, “Strang neces- 
^ty.” From the big city capitalist daily to the 
village weekly “Disturber” or “Painkiller.” the 
Anting of individuality that must be endured tP 
captuw the elusive Advt. and the acceptance of 
wHless local “news” and tactlew personalities that

apologies of emotional Laborista.
On then with the educational work.
Marxian knowledge is all powerful for the in

ternational proletariat.“PROGRESS.” I
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---------------- —--------------— Under the company form of production, pro-
greater poverty in the aggregate in the land to- fits are nowadays expressed in terms of dividends, 
day than there has ever been.” The rich grow The company, form makes it an easy matter to 
richer and the poor poorer. The greater the hide real profits, and the ignorance of the general 
wealth the greater and more widespread the public on financial matters makes it still more
poverty. The poor are the wealth-producers—the easy to show that not much “per cent.” is being
working class. The rich are the wealth owners made. It may be said that, on the contrary, phb- 
and idlers—the capitalist class. The workers are lie companies have to disclose their balance-sheets, 
poor because the capitalists own the wealth pro- Just so. But the facts lie hidden, not so much in

the amount of the net profit, but in the amount 
We read in reports of the business at the Coal of the “subscribed capital. How this capital is 

Enquiry that certain individuals draw hundreds made up may be ascertained at Somerset House ; 
The scientist spends his life enquiring into and q{ thoiLsandg a year i„ Royalties—for what! For but how many people have the faculties to obtain 

systematizing the laws of nature, and the fruits worktog! Xo! They haven't soiled their hands this, or even the knowledge of how to go about
•f his industry ^ applied to the stimulation of ^ that vulgar pursuit all their lives. They drew getting it! The only thing the publie as a rule
commercial development. All discoveries of the tfae royaltie8 because they chanced to be the off- sees, or knows, is how much “per cent.” is being
laws of nature become levers to increase wealth sprfng of certaill ia„downers. In other words, be- paid.

cause they were born into the charmed circle of a large proportion of subscribed capital is 
the chpitalist class.

As wealth is privately owned today, then the dor’s” shares. There are any number of companies 
In his work. The machine did everything and man greater the accumulation of wealth, the more who pay an innocent-looking § per cent.,* but if 
became only the feeder, the slave, that jumped ]mury and splendour there will be for the private this were reckoned on the aftual cash capital put 
here and there according to the requirements of owners—the capitalists. This is the cause of the into the concern, it would represent anything from

ceaseless whirr of the machine; this is the reason 50 per cent, to 100 per cent. It is only the smâB 
Instead of lightening the labor of the worker, accumulation is the prevailing idea or aim through- shareholder the man who invests his $260 or $666,

machinery hfcs intensified his toO.* It has brought OHt Capitalism. « whose return is but 6 per cent. He big holder,
him to work at all hours, and kept him working -j-be ruling idea of the system advocated by the often the founder of the company, trading on the 
at full pressure all the time. For it has provided ^ productiOB for the sake of eonsump- money of these small investors, draws 6 per cent
the unemployed. tion; production organised to satisfy the require- on his thousands of paper shares.

In times gone by, men produced the vast bulk myntg 0f all the members of society. Instead of Socialists always have the case of the small
of the wealth, but thç^ coming of the machine bar- aiming at “an immense accumulation of com- shareholder put to them when dealing with tha
nessed the whole family—men, wives and children moitiés,” the Socialist aims at an immense ac- matter of nationalizing industry. But the small 
—in the process of wealth production. The oft- cumulation of comfort and happiness distributed holder’s interest is more bound up with the in- 
fepeated phrase, “the sanctity of the family ovcr tbc whole of society. terest of the workers than it is with the big eapi-
heerth,” is a myth circulated by the scribblers 1q ^ exieting statc things tbere j8 social talist. He is just as much a victim as the em- 
and henchmen of our masters. production but individual appropriation. The So- ploy/*. His small capital is used to trade witij.

At all costs the rush and hurry of production cjaljst won)d ^Ugh this contradiction and sub- and for it he gets but a small return, while tbo
must be kept up. A breakdown in machiner^ is stitut€ Secial appropriation of the Social products. l)ig holder draws his thousands, 
the only thing that permits a suspension of the Under capitaliem the laws of nature have been • Hoodwinking the Workers.
ST*"' "”-.1, T h.m^ed S«.m, .nd ^ „d „„ ine„^
•SI. oTtEi T22 l“” *•” thelr - prime mover,. Th« lh, ,lpHllhto
works*close down temporarily for consideration transmitting mechanism and the tool have been gct(ing alarmcd. To keep the knowledge of this
of the catastrophe that extinguished for ever the deve,°I*d t0 a marvellous pitch of perfection. Th fpom rea<,hing the public, bigger efforts are being
trials and troubles of certain workpeople! The deve,°P“ent m the coopérât.on Q ? made to hide the real facts. /In the June issue
iniured are (sometimes!) taken awav to the to- abor have reaehed 4 1)01111 whee each eed y of “The Secretary” appears the following m an

_ ' , , y. «• perform a simple function in the vast and com- . entitled “Oanitalizinir Reserves-”__
. firmary, but the work goes ahead as before—ma- *7 ___ , n art,cle ent,tlea 1 apiiaiizmg neserves.

chinery must not be idle for a single moment phc4ted mcehem8m prodwtioiL “There has in recent years been a marked ten-
longer than is absolutely essential, as idle machines Capitalism has shown us that wealth can be deney among industrial and certain other eom-
lessen the amount of wealth produced, and hence Produced in abundance with a comparatively pani#s to dispose of large reserve funds ...
tiie amount of profit. In modern production sma11 expenditure of titfrrand energy on the part thc}r capitalization in the form of bonus shares,
workers’ lives are of no account. The death of of F8ch Q* 11 ih”’ therefore, performed to jssued t0 shareholders pro rata to their holdings.
one workman but leaves r vacancy for another to historic mission an gn its a ’7err4“ . “Why should there be this change of view to-
ffll, and there are always plenty at the factory remains for ns to profit by the lesson it ha* taught. g prîneiple which . . . was frequently
gate to fill any vacancy that occurs. An organism must adapt itself to its environ- tke subject of adverse comment by financial

Now what is the reason, for this fever on pro- ment or perish; the same is true of a given state erities!
duce and accumulate! What is the reason at the of society. Capitalism can not control the forces
bottom that gives the stimulus to the industrial it has brought into being, therefore it must perish,

and f • • High °f d*v*dend nturelly have the
The answer is given in the reporta in the press venous commercial t rises of attracting competition to the industry

relating to dividends. Hero you find so much pe, due to the breakdown of the pgantic of ^ tfch h a minor matter b, corn-
rent. dividend distributed by various concerns, credit; the increasing vsstness of each succeeding ^ tfce cnvy whjch big dividends exdte
These dividends are titles to certain proportions war; themultrtudeofvarying devices Ûjrt UÜ ^ ^ yf wbk* ignorea the fact that
of the wealth produced These dividends ge into assuage the seething mass of (largely blind) di* ^vestmento# sharoholdeni’ profits Hone
the pockets of a certain class. Broadly speaking, content; »nd the many other incidents of comm t1te Mgb nt« possible^ In this reject, there-
the greater the amount of wealth produced, the knowledge, all ahow that ^apita ism is y foj^ the capitalization of reserves ie a movement
greater is the quantity available for distribution staggering to the breaking-pomt. }h lhc direction of least resistance. It is meek
I» the dividend holders. So long as the vast capacities of modem pro- mor(, to keep the rate of dividend low than

He people entitled to dividends are those who duction are under the control of one class, and are tQ attempt to prove to a body of employees that 
Invest money in a concern. Do the workers in- need for the aggrandisement of that daw alone, a Mgb nte 0f dividend is really a low one.” 
verif Of course not. The worker receives in the we will have the strange spectacle of Poverty ™ we have the ^ of making tbe dividends

society of wealthy idlers . advoeated openly and unbleshmgiy.

... * - - ,-T-r

(The Socialist Standard, London)
< ■ i

The ruling idea in society today is accumulation. 
Production for the sake of further production.

Everything is subordinated to this great end. 
New machines are invented, new methods devised 
and introduced so that wealth may be produced 
in still greater abundanee. Brains, muscles, 
and honors ( !) are all thrown into the melting- 
pot in the feverish rush to produce and accumu
late

dueed.4

- .1
production.

With the introduction of the machine came the usually paper capital, being described aa “ven- .
almost complete extinction of a workman’s pride

the colossus.

-V

’*

v

“In tbe first place, the instinct of self-preserva
tion has undoubtedly been a contributing factor. _

i

$

Éfc
f-

form of wages only what will keep him in vary- the midst of plenty appear
fag degrees ef comfort-or poverty, to enable him and poverty-stricken workers. ^ ^ ^ d$vidend8 appear «bsU.”
to continue working and reproduce his kind. We 'must, therefore, tike advantage of the lee- Qujte M And some of the big companies are al-

The people who draw the dividends are those wQ teaches, organize for to overthrow ^, do{ng $t. Two big dtippfag fitm* bare ro-
wbo by ownership and control of the means and and the introduction of Soeialimn if we would hcld meetings for tbe purpose of converting» f

___ _ instruments for producing and distributing wealth fcbol}ell poverty far ever. He means lie ready to ^mmulated reserves into shares' for distribution
reap tbe fruit of the workers’ toil, tit, the capi^ our band provided by the capitalists themselves— ®am,,ng the shareholders. He percentage of diwi- 
taHats. . *e capture of the political machinery which «es- defid wfl] thro, „,main low, bet the actual profit

In spite of the profusion ef wealth resulting taiM tbe espitolists to their privileged position. y ^ bigger to proportion to the increase
4. .WÜ-U». rf c of «.pHd Jteui „ d* Wldm.

there is, as a notorious Welshman once said, a .

m
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PRODUCTION FOR DIVIDENDS.Two Basic Ideas (From “Justice,” August 21.)
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THE RED FLAG PAGE SEVEN

“THE UNSOLVED RIDDLE”• v*. •• * », . .*
social theories of the early classical economists 
weiy approximate truths to the stage of develop
ment pf their day. The mistake they made was 
in ascribing to them eternal validity. They mia- 

tive of an argument and does not in itself take is- took merely temporary social laws of a fluid form 
sue with the joints in dispute. And, granting the 
Socialist does sayVbolish the old system and make 
a new. one. which by the way he does not say, 
how does he beg the question, when as Professor 
Leacock states, the making of a new order is the 
question to be considered in conjunction with the 
alternative possibility of patching the present sy
stem up? Does he presume to think, or is he just 
peddling vulgar anti-Socialist propaganda and he 
wishes other people to think so. that Socialists 
urge the abolition of the present system without production, trade and commerce, from feudal re- 
having first considered the possibility of reform- strictions and monopolies, and instituted such 
ing it f If he does so, it is a baseless assumption sures as 
and he knows it. Take away the contribution of latter, they had first to seize political power from 
the Socialists during the last hundred years, both the landed interests. From our day, viewing the 
of the modern scientific school and the earlier historical changes which took, place as a result of 
Vtopian school, so-called, from our present body this in the political superstructure of society, they 
of critical thought, and you have nothing left but present themselves as adaptations to the needs of 
a few sycophant shreds and patches of apolo- the changing economic base. And that is all that
geties for human slavery. He knows that, and so can be done insofar as conscious and voluntary
do the scores of professe® and teachers of econo- effort towards social progress is concerned. Capi- 
mies who have, in the last year or two, been fired talist control, as formerly the feudal lords, is now
from the universities and colleges of the United abetter on the productive processes, as Professor
Ststes alone for being intellectually honest enough Leacock has himself abundantly shown and this 
to refuse to teach other than Marxian economies, last five years experience also more abundantly 
He also knows that students are refusing, in al- still. Socialists say that to force the productive 
ways greater numbers, to take up that profession processes, the means of production must be social-
in preference to sacrificing their intellectual ly owned for use and not as at present, owned by
integrity. # a class for the anti-social exploitation of man by

Referring to fhe statement that Socialists pro- man and of which springs poverty, economic and 
pose that society “make” a new social organisa- political subjection and such wars as the world 
lion, we deny that we say any such thing. On the has just passed through. In his next installment, 
contrary, we say that social organizations are Professor Leacock deals with the proposals of the
things of organic growth and development. The Socialists and the Revolutionaries.

spectacles of the social reformer-». All of which, 
we may say, is begging ‘the question with a ven
geance. No doubt the professor realizes the limita
tions of.an analogy and that it is, merely illustra-

IV.
Professor Leacock in the fourth installment of 

his papers on the social problem continues his 
analysis of the capitalist method of production. 
He argues on the theme that the capitalist sys
tem as at present organized does not furnish a 
bams of justice between man and man. He shows 
that far from each man getting what he produces, 
he gets instead “what he can extort or exact 
under the rules of the game.” The race is to the 
economically swift and strong. He abundantly 
shows that this is not due to the wiekedn 
men, but is due to the basis upon which the pres
ent social organization of production and exchange 
is raised, i.e., production for sale. He explains 
that all men live by selling something, the capi
talist his commodities, the wage worker his labor 

In former articles he has denied the exis-

of society for the eternal laws of the comparative
ly static natural world. Their eternal truths hkVe, 
with the advancing development of the means of 
production and because of that, become monstrous 
untruths. Could it be correctly stated of the bour
geoisie in their some two hundred year contest 
with the beneficieries of the feudal order that they " 
proposed to “make” the social organization of to
day. Yet what was it they accomplished! In ef- * 
feet they freed the economic processes, means of

?!

of

mew-
favored their development. To do this

$ jwanr.
fence of an effective law of value governing the 
production and exchange of commodities and has 
substituted for it, bargaining power baaed on eco
nomic strength. Instead of each man getting what 
ha was worth as a contributor to the productive 
process as the bourgeois classical economists said 
he would get under the regime of “natural lib
erty” and free competition, he on the contrary 
gets what be can. The result Is a perpetual inter
necine conflict of interests between all the indi
viduals and again between all the various groups 
in society, and this obtains whether under abso
lute free competition or whether under monopoly 
control of economic elements, as of means of pro
duction by trusts or. on the other hand, of labor 
power by labor organizations. We may point out 
again that the law of vaine which he says is in
effective, is the defective or undeveloped one of 
the classical economists, the fundamental possi
bilities of which, in the hands of Marx, he seem* 
to be unaware of.. Unconsciously, though, he. in 
bfa argument, acknowledges the law, for as a re
sult of the higgling on the market, he says. “One 
party, in the transaction, arrives at a point where 
e limit ia reached of what the other party to the
bargain can exact.” This statement, on examina- (From the “Communist Manifesto.”)
«ion. can only mean that over a period of time. Tbc immc<iiate aim of the Communists is the 
•Rowing for the fluctuations of prices, that, on the Mme M that of a„ the other proletarian parties; 
whole, the parties to the bargain must get value 

value or they must cease production What 
actually happens is, that in those spheres of pro
duction where profits Ml, capital begins to with
draw ont of them to be reinvested where profits 

higher. The resultant withdrawal of capital 
a reduction of supply and consequently an 

Increase of price and so higher profits. In the 
where profits are already high the influx of

The Abolition of Class Control
of the small peasant, a form of property that pre
ceded the bourgeois form! There is no need to 
abolish that ; the development of industry has to 
a great extent already, destroyed it, and is still 
destroying it daily.

Or do you mean modern bourgeois private pro
perty! .

« *v'- '4

formation of the proletariat into a class, over
throw of the bourgeois supremacy, .conquest of 
political power by the proletariat;

The theoretical conclusions of the Communists 
are in no way baaed on ideas or principles that 
have been invented, or discovered, by this or that 
would-be universal reformer.

But does wage-labor create any property for the 
laborer! Not a bit. It creates capital, Le., that 
kind of property which exploits wage-labor, and 
which can not increase except upon condition ofThey merely express, in general terms, actual

relations springing frqra an existing class struggle, fitting a new supply of wage-labor for fresh ex- 
eapital increases supply and reduces prices fn)m e historical movement going on under our plohation. Property, in its present form, is based 

and profits. Thus the whole of the reaction in yery The abolition of existing property re- on the antagonism of eapiul and wage-labor. Let
«Us process tends toward an equilibrium of prices latjom ^ not 't ajj a distinctive feature of Com- us «amine both sides of this antagonism.
**nrelm.tl»g v,l». or to " of manim. To be a Mpitolmt, is to lure not only a portly
in vaincs based npan the socially necessary a r AH property relations in the past have continual- personal, but a social statua in production. Capital 
tim®Jnvoved m fhp I>rodnet,on of ** eom ly been subject to historical change consequent is a collective produet, and only by the united se
in odities upon the change in historical conditions. | tion of many members, nay, in the last resort, only 

Referring to the generality of his frank criti- The French Revolution, for example, abolished by the united action of all members of society,
dsm of the capitalist system of production, and feudal property in favor of bourgeois properly. . can H be set in motion. - 
specifically that part where he explains that pro- The distinguishing feature of Communism is not 
duction under H must necessarily be curtailed at the abolition of property generally, but the aboli- 
the point of the selling price of profit and short tion of bourgeois property. But modern bourgeois 
of the satisfying of human wants, he says: “The private property ia the final and most complete 
socialist reads such criticism as the above with expression of the system of producing and appro- 
impatient approval. 'Very well.’ the socialist says, priating products, that is baaed on class antagon- 
*the whole social organisation is wrong and worts Lsm. on the exploitation of the mtny by the few. 
badly. Now let ns abolish it altogether and make In this some, the theory of the Communists may 
a better one.’ But in doing so he. the socialist, be summed up in the single sentence : Abolition of 
begs the whole question at issue. The question at private property.

is. 'Can we make a better one or must we 
be content with patching up the old one!'M £

Capital is therefore not a personal, it is a social 
power.

When, therefore, capital is converted into com
mon property, into the property of all members 
of society, personal property is not thereby trans
formed into social property. It is only the social 
character of the property that is changed. It loses 
its class-character.

f-

■*

MANIFESTO OF THE SOCIALIST PARTYWe Communists have been reproached with the 
| ’ desire of abolishing the right of personally ae- 

lhe professor then presents an analogy, to the quiring property as the fruit of a man’s own labor, 
defective social organization, from the point of which property is alleged^» be the ground work 
view of optics, in the defective organization of the of all personal freedom, activity and independence.

Hard-won. self-acquired, self-earned property!
the property of the petty artisan and

%
OF CANADA

A statement of the theories and conclusions 
of Scientific Socialism.

yI10c par Copyhuman eye, and implies that the socialist offers in
hie social program,, total blindness as against the Do you v *
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PAGE EIGHT THE RED FLAG

The Term “Use-Value” in Economics
“Utility, though a quality of thing», jjj no in- , „

That is herent quality. We can never, therefore, say ab- ' I '
to say. the utility of an object depends on its solutely that some objects have utility and others *
power to satisfy >me human want and that there have not. The ore lying in the mine, the diamond
is thus established an actual relationship between escaping the eye of the searcher, the wneat lying
these extern/] objects and human beings. There unreaped, the fruit uugathered for whht of con-
is the tisejol thing and the individual who uses it., suiners, have no utility at all. The most whole- 
We may therefore consider use-values from two some and necessary kinds of food are useless un
points of view. First, the objective, which refers less there are hands to collect and mouths to eat ,neetlDg8’ because their case has beta most vilely
to the properties and qualities, chemical and phy- them sooner or later/* misrepresented by the capitalist press as part of
meal, of the object, its form and its position in 8,1 organized campaign, fostered by capitalist itt-
space and time Secondly, the subjective, which then’ “ thc atUity of ‘he object depends terests, to prejudice the people against them. The
concerns the wants and desires of man and the Up°“ lhe wanl* lt follows that il moat vary ae- movement to convict these workers is but a pert
satisfaction he experiences in the use of the ob- t0 th* ,nteiudty of the desire occasioned of a larger, more ambitious program to reduce the
jeet. It may Ik* well to note here that H is the >y tbst want working class movement in Canada to impotence;
first point of view which will be emphasized. This is where devons brings in his famous water to shear its strength and virility at a time when
where it is a question of production. In capitalist illustration which, as I have not his book by me, strength and virility were never more needed, 
society the manufacturer is not concerned about 1 shall give in the words of Prof. Chgrles Gide of Present day British law has been built up
the individual satisfaction or desires of people; Paris. W gradually on hundreds of years of experience. |
he i% producing fdr profit, not use. True enough] ««Let us so noose for th„ ,h„ „......... During th“ time- Purcl7 bourgeois parliaments,
the things he produces must have some use. real 0f water that I have at mv *' ^ jealous for the safety of all the prerogatives of
or imaginary, so that people will buy them; but tributed into a number of bimkets Th* d*88*,haVe ,8bored to mearore l,P°n
this is a secondary consideration so far as he is bucket is to serve for oucnchin . . . ... raeasure and amendments to measures to the

fl» rt. ".her h.„i. ,h, . JZZZ s,*!u,« J’0***- Th.
point of viow naturally ronnoeta itaelf with thc for eaokinr nuntoaea- ita mil.tv «in a. I at ,un«H h*ve b**n exerclaed in eliminating 
ides of consumption. For this reason many hour- *till ,-at / ** bUt ne#ses and establishing the strength of the legal
geois economists begin their study of economics *e|f. jtll utility will be less tUl” Th V****™^ "‘ructnre by building precedent upon precedent, 
by a consideration of the facts of consumption ^ givln my ^ s In ‘ddilion •» th» «eeumul.ted compodte
rather than production, believing, as many of them my dahlias, the sixth tn «-■ h . , - structure of thou shells and thou shalt nota, the
apparently do. that this particular point of de- alfd the ^venth is of no u'se to Y ! ^i/r bourgeoisie «°vermnent “ OtUwa have at their
partnre is of advantage to them in their role of Ilot cven troaWe to dr#w h f / j,1 <>on"n«°d all the taersive power of the centralised
apologists for capitalism. As a matter of con- if evjl . eap*,aist state- This power they have used, ovsr-
vemence. 1 shall use the term “nfilitv” to signifv briugin* me a tenth twenti th ^ ^ stepping even their lcgal Powers ruthlessly, in
"use-values." subjectively considered ct ^m “ was "eÎril de l f M ^ proCU" evidences to seen* eon-

Neeessitieg and wants, every individual hu thL L not k ^ Æ W‘mtota’ ^arehe.

These want» are back of his désirai, his efforts tive nuisance These buckets therefore offeTn prenU8e8 y/i,t^i}U^Wirr^ata> the seizure of Htera- 
and his satisfactions. It may be said that the want complete «mut of «Kminkhin ^tîr! V ill ’ aecount 1,00,18 *** correspondence without
-iv<w rise to the desire the derive leads tHhcef Til l ? «hmmkhmg utility, from m- request or acknowledgement, the secret examina-£ -< TZZSÈ&Z&Z'Jï: 22,“.Z rz *• ^ ‘r-" -f —> p<«~“ <-to wptopmto Ih, «.toriti time, of n.ti,«. I, Z Z,) tlt^ 1 mZZh^th. mm^ jZ *° ** confH“” •* **“ -«“»* «•—
is usual at this point to enumerate the various )ast one whieh^ wL h i ! f \ ^ movement for the purpose of reporting every scrap
characteristics of these wants. as the_ are f„dv *1*7’ *° of Pr,vate conversation or of public address which

...... .__  . . t*fy f f obtainable. . Let us now, might be construed against them, with all these
(1) They are unlimited in number and, con- therefore, put out of odr minds all idea of thc advantages and more in thc hands of the proeecu- 

Hdered as a whole, are never satisfied. This is order of the buckets, as the numbering of them tion, yet the case against these 
increasingly true as man progresses in knowledge was resorted to only to help ont our proof, and is that the interests seeking their 
and culture. Civilization may be said to consist "« longer of any use. For it is evident now that trample under foot every last canon of fair deal- 
? juat thw mult,pl,eatlon of wanla end dcve" 8,1 ‘he buckets sre identical and interchangeable, i„K that associated men must obseree to preserve 
lopment of the means of satisfying them. ™d thst consequently they have all the same that status of existence The almighty power of

laue, (use-value T) This value is precisely that the press is invoked and even the farming district 
which corresponds to the last want satisfied or from which the jurymen must be drawn is flooded

with annonymous leaflets, villifying the men and 
Each unit, in this eSse a buahst •l water, of ‘he ideals for which they stand. How then 

tense in proportion as it approaches the point of ‘he product or commodity consumed is called an these
satiety. Upon this particular characteristic is increment of supply. The utility of the first unit, The only way is for the people to move in their 
founded the law of •‘diminishing utility." This which in this ease is absolute is called the initial behalf. But to reach the people, to correct their

utility. The potential utility of an increment not misconceptions! The Socialist and labor 
actually possessed or consumed is called the mar- reaches but a fraction of the people. And yet 
ginal utility. It will be noted, however, that in withal in spite of obstacles, we can not desert

yjU
13For the Defence**. !r aVSE-values, ” says' Marx, *‘become a reality 

only by usé or consumption. ” HR EL of the men, Pritchard, Johns and Sol
dier Bray, charged with seditious conspiracy 

by the Canadian Government are at present in ' 
British Columbia, and will address meetings et 
various places in order to put their case before 
the people. In fairness to these men .and the rent 
of their comrades, all who can should attend their
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BrBp: men is so weak
conviction musti
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(2) Wants are limited in capacity. That is to 
say that, at any given time, only a given quantity 
of any one object is enough to satisfy any parti
cular want. Further, the want becomes less in

fo.

frustrated." f. jig

pe the toils woven around themf
■>I

law I shall take up presently.
(3) Wants compete with one another, that is to 

aay that a man has a certain choice among those
things he desires and may distribute his efforts the we have assumed that the conxump- ‘bese workers in the working class cause. To do
in such a way as to obtain the greatest possible “on water is carried to a point beyond which ‘bat would be an assault on the fundamental prin- 
satisfaction commensurate with the effort ex- further consumption would give no satisfaction, ‘dple of class solidarity. Let us look back over 
pended. Upon this characteristic is founded the 8nd therefore the marginal utility in this case is 0. ‘he pages of history for our guide. Who are those 
"Law sf Substitution’' which is iwwikil im- ®ut *f wre had assumed that the consumption had whom we most delight to honor! Is it not tiMMS 
portant in that it acta as a limit on monopoly stopped at bucket 3 or 4, as the ease maybe, then who fought bravely.even against great odd»: those 
prices. In case these prices become oppressive one ,,ie marftinal utility of the consumption would be who attacked their problems with energy and 
utility may be substituted for another, as, for in- "presented by the utility of that particular unit. . «mrage! For those who were laggard or laid 
stance, coal-oil for eleetridty. Final or marginal utility must be carefully dis- dow“ *** fighl- they have our contempt ,tnd

(*) Weuts are oomplemantary, that is, they tingtished from total utility. The latter consista ,'*mdt‘l,l,Ui,ion- Be assured these sentimental re- 
neeesritate others and lead to the development of m the sum of the utilities, added together, of all gart|a «ound and true, because they are man's 
still others. For example, the automobile has the buckets of water, and is, therefore, always aernceab,c reactions to the conditions of his age- 
brought about the introduction of a number of much greater than the utility of the last alone. ong su<‘cesKful struggle for existence. Support 
subsidiary utilities and industries for supplying This is why the total Utility of water is immense, men by apreadin« % ^th about all the
them. although the utility qg a single bucket of water c'rcumjrtan"* surrounding their ease. Support

(5) Wants tend to become habitual. Even when *• T®*7 muitt. Ïobeli wind up this part of *Ver7 way7—-
the proceeding by stating the law of diminishing k makc 4,1 ehe^ P^hle to
utility in the words of Prof R. T Ely of Wiocon- A 8 We,,8‘ B C Fedrratmnist, Ubor Temple. Van-

the marginal utility of ® ° ,
t decreases whh every airncy for Alberts: A. Brosteh. 1203

Eighth avenue east, Calgary, Alta 
Centra! Collection Agency.- J. Law- Secretary, 

Defence Fund. Room % 530 Main St . Winnipeg 
Lawyers for the defence in Vancouver, Bird, Mae- 
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more or 1 artificial they become fixed and pass 
into habits. In this way we 
growth and stability of the

y account for the
of living ”n “At “J given

^ which is so important a factor in the détermina- any '■•mniodity to it
increase in the stock*

:

j} j_ tion of wages.
DeArable things, things which satisfy 

ealled “utilit**.” I shall here quote from Prof. 
Stanley devons.

it.”
Next week I ah si) take up the alleged con

nection between tide concept of utility and 
exchange value. I

wants are
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